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Value at Risk Advisory Service

Deloitte ESG Real Estate Services

Context

Your challenges

The rapid evolution and recognition of ESG and sustainability 
issues is presenting as a new form of risk within the traditional 
drivers of real estate value.  Investor, Occupier and Lender 
decisions are being influenced by the agenda and regulatory 
changes are presenting transitional risks to physical assets.  
Asset Management plans need to be informed:

• Which valuation “drivers” are exposed… cost, void rates,
rental growth potential, discount rate?

• What asset management interventions will provide best
value resilience – versus cost exposure?

• How does the timing of value obsolescence risk align with an
asset’s leasing profile?

• Understanding your assets’/portfolio’s ESG credentials
Where are the ESG strengths and weaknesses – from both 
a physical asset perspective and in the context of the 
market in which assets sit?

• Appraising the value at risk and the likely timing of
exposure to value erosion
Aligning core valuation techniques with explicit focus on 
ESG factors to identify the value trajectory and extent of
exposure to value erosion risk

• Designing a comprehensive action plan
At both asset and portfolio level, supporting the 
development of a consolidated action plan focused on 
value resilience
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Our solution

• Independent asset-level ESG assessment:
• Asset data review
• Benchmark comparisons with market peers

• Valuation appraisals using market accepted valuation methodologies with explicit
focus on ESG impact:

• Recognition of existing leasing profile
• Replication of “standard” valuation approaches with informed judgements 

appraising exposure to identified ESG profile of the asset
• Aligned to the local market dynamics in which the asset sits
• Focus on anticipated value trajectory reflecting existing ESG profile and 

targeted mitigation strategies

• ESG asset management & valuation workshops to test valuation sensitivity and 
rationale, including:

• Consideration and presentation of key findings
• Practical consideration and value impact of risk mitigation strategies
• Alignment with asset management plans

• Deliverables, including:
• ESG assessment tool
• Asset-specific ESG “Value at Risk” appraisal identifying key factors 

influencing value trajectory
• Consolidated portfolio appraisal
• Next Step recommendations


